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Outline 

• Planetary Budget  
• Status of the next Discovery 
• Research & Analysis Status and Plans 
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President’s FY14 Planetary Science Budget 
Plus an Approved FY13 Budget 

• President’s FY14 budget contains: 
– NEO observations enhancement of $20M/yr ($40M/yr total) 
– $50M/yr support of DoE PU-238 infrastructure support 
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Process for Next Discovery AO 
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Michael H. New, Lead Discovery Program Scientist 



Research & Analysis Status and Plans 
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Timeline: Planetary R&A Restructuring 
Past 

Future 

2010: NRC Report: Enabling Foundation for NASA’s Earth &Space Science Missions 

2011: Supporting Research and Technology Working Group of the PSS 
2011: R&A Discipline Scientists Retreat 

2012: Reorganization of Instrument Development Programs  

2013: December 3, 2013: Virtual Town Hall on R&A Restructuring 

2014 Mid-February: ROSES 2014 release 
2014 Early to Mid-March: Pre-proposal Briefing 

1995-2010: NRC Report: An Integrated Strategy for the Planetary Sciences  

2010: Community R&A survey 2010  

2012: Planetary Workforce Survey 

2011: Planetary Decadal Survey 
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2014 Early January: Draft ROSES 2014 release for comment 



Findings from the NRC report: An Enabling Foundation 
for NASA’s Earth and Space Science Missions (2010) 

• NASA should ensure that SMD mission-enabling activities are 
linked to the strategic goals of the agency and of SMD. 

• NASA’s SMD should develop and implement an approach to 
actively managing its portfolio of mission-enabling activities.  

• NASA should increase the number of scientifically and 
technically capable program officers so that they can devote an 
appropriate level of attention to the tasks of actively managing 
the portfolio of research… [we have addressed this concern, 
but not through reorganization of the portfolio] 

• NASA response was in agreement with these recommendations 
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“By explicitly tying the ROSES solicitations…to the 
SMD Science Plan research objectives, SMD ensures 
that sponsored research contributes directly and 
substantially to Agency goals.” 

 



In Response to the NRC Report 
• PSD requested an assessment of the Planetary R&A program by 

the Planetary Sciences Subcommittee (PSS) as a Response to 
the NRC report  
– Ron Greeley (chair) formed SR&T Working Group to perform the review 

• Charge: 
–  Map PSD mission-enabling activities to the PSD strategic science plan 
–  Provide recommendations regarding "active portfolio management” 

• The SR&T Working Group used the NRC report as a guide for 
the study, reviewed the various mission-enabling activities of 
the Division, held discussions with NASA Program Officers, and 
solicited comments from the planetary science community 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2011, NASA's Science Mission Directorate appointed an SR&T Working Group of the Planetary Science Subcommittee (NASA Advisory Council Science Committee) to identify the mission enabling activities of the Planetary Science Division, map those activities to the Division strategic science plan, and provide recommendations regarding "active portfolio management." Activities that are primarily technology development were not included because a parallel study was underway in the Division dealing specifically with technology. The Working Group used the NRC report as a guide for the study, reviewed the various mission-enabling activities of the Division, held discussions with NASA Program Officers, and solicited comments from the planetary science community on the processes involved in proposing for research through the relevant mission-enabling programs. The results of the Working Group were reviewed and approved by the full Planetary Science Subcommittee.



Summary of the Supporting Research and 
Technology Working Group of the PSS (2011) 

 

• “The SR&T Working Group found that the current Planetary Science Division 
mission- enabling activities can be mapped clearly to the specific scientific 
objectives contained in the NASA 2010 Science Plan. However, many of the 
research and analysis programs overlap. Because the workload on the 
scientific community and NASA Program officers has increased substantially 
in the last decade with regard to proposal preparation, review, and 
implementation, the Planetary Science Division should consider consolidating 
programs to eliminate overlap as a part of the portfolio management 
strategy.” 
 

• The Working Group recommends that this action should be undertaken as 
part of a Senior Review of all mission-enabling activities. 
 

• Based on these recommendations PSD started the process to consolidate and 
reorganize the R&A program in 2012 
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Government Performance and Results 
Act/Modernization Act 

Agencies are required to: 
• Develop five-year strategic plans that must contain a mission 

statement for the agency as well as long-term, results-
oriented goals covering each of its major functions 

• Prepare annual performance plans that establish the 
performance goals for the applicable fiscal year, a brief 
description of how these goals are to be met, and a 
description of how these performance goals can be verified 

• Prepare annual performance reports that review the agency's 
success or failure in meeting its targeted performance goals 
– Each year the PSD develops this report and has the PSS review and 

create grades for each goal showing progress 
– The results are submitted to Congress 

• PSD’s R&A restructuring explicitly uses Agency goals as the top 
level theme for the new program elements 
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Guiding Principles in the Restructuring 
• To make the structure of the R&A program explainable to those 

outside of NASA. 
• To make it easy for those outside of NASA to compute the 

amount of money spent on grants. 
• To reduce the time between proposal submission and award 

announcement.  
• To encourage interdisciplinary research. 
• To enable PSD strategic decision making.  
• To be more flexible in responding to changing research priorities. 
• To reduce overlaps between program elements.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
• To provide bridge funding, where appropriate, to cover funding 

gaps resulting from this restructuring 
• This program restructuring will be revenue neutral; removing 

overlap will not decrease the budget 



New Core Research Programs Defined  
The five new core programs are aligned with PSD’s goals/objectives. 
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How did the Sun’s family of planets, satellites, and 
minor bodies form and evolve? 

How do the chemical and physical processes active 
in our solar system operate, interact and evolve? 

What are the characteristics of the solar system 
that lead to habitable environments? 

How did life originate and evolve here on Earth 
and can that guide our search for life elsewhere? 

What are characteristics of planetary objects and 
environments that pose threats to, or offer 
potential resources for, humans as we expand our 
presence into the solar system? 

Emerging Worlds 

Solar System Workings 

 Habitable Worlds 

Solar System Observations 

Exobiology 



Origins of Solar Systems (May) 

Cosmochemistry (May) 

Planetary Geology & Geophysics (June) 

Planetary Atmospheres (June) 

Lunar Adv. Sci & Exp Research (Feb) 

Outer Planets Research (Nov) 

Mars Fundamental Research (July) 

Exobiology & Evolutionary Biology (June) 

Planetary Astronomy (June) 

Near-Earth Object Observations (June) 

Emerging Worlds (Late May 2014) 

Solar System Workings (TBD) 

Habitable Worlds (Mid Sept 2014) 

Exobiology (Late Jan 2015) 

Solar System Observations (Mid July 
2014) 

Calls from previous ROSES Years New Programs for ROSES 2014 



A very small component of all DAPS 

Planetary Atmospheres 

Origins of Solar Systems 

Lunar Adv. Sci & Exp Research 

Astrobio Sci & Tech for Exploring 
Planets 

Moon, Mars Analog Mission 
Activities 

Planetary Science & Technology from 
Analog Research (PSTAR) 

Exoplanets 

Lunar Data Analysis Program 

Planetary Data Archiving, 
Restoration, and Tools (PDART) Planetary Geology & Geophysics 

Calls from previous ROSES Years New Programs for ROSES 2014 
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Reorganization at a glance 

Core Research Strategic Focused 

Emerging Worlds PDART (data archiving, tools) ETIPS (emerging topics) 

Solar System Workings PSTAR (analogues) LDAP (lunar data analysis) 

Habitable Worlds Exoplanets (joint with Astro) CDAP 

Exobiology PMDAP  

Solar System Observations LARS 

Core Technology MDAP 

MatISSE Planetary Protection 

PICASSO NAI (not solicited in ROSES) 

Planetary Major Equipment SSERVI (not solicited in ROSES) 

New program 
Not solicited in ROSES 2014 
Unchanged 

• ROSES13 has 20 calls; ROSES14 will have 17 calls with 8 that remain the 
same 

• All calls address division science goals supporting NASA’s strategic plan 
• Strategic programs are more narrow in scope and address certain strategic 

needs 
• Focused programs are narrow in scope and limited in time.  They may be 

called for only one year or several, but not indefinitely. 
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Next Steps 
• Virtual Town Hall provided an opportunity for the 

community to ask questions and indicate concerns 
relative to implementation 

• PSD analysis underway: 
– Optimizing due dates: Evaluating detailed impact of due 

dates that could effect a break in funding 
– Looking at mitigation strategies: Altering due dates, 

making more selections from ROSES 13, bridge funding, 
etc.  

• Provide draft of all changed ROSES 14 Calls in early 
January for community feed-back though the NASA 
advisory structure (AGs -> PSS) 

• Final amended calls issued throughout the year 
starting with the initial release of ROSES 14 
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“Senior” Reviews of the new R&A Program  

• PSS Review: 
– Draft language for new program elements will be made 

publically available before the January 22 meeting of the 
Planetary Science Subcommittee 

– Community can provide feed back up through Assessment 
Groups 

– AG Chairs present feedback to PSD management and program 
officers at PSS meeting 

• Peer Panel Review: 
– At the conclusion of the Peer Review Panels, each panel will 

evaluate how the new program element was implemented 
– Provide feedback to the Discipline Scientist 
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Overall Program Analysis 

• All data presented here are for those solicitations 
that will make up the new core solicitations of 
Emerging Worlds, Solar System Workings, 
Habitability, Exobiology, and Planetary Observations. 
– Cosmochemistry (COS), Exobiology & Evolutionary Biology 

(EXO), Origins of Solar Systems (OSS), Mars Fundamental 
Research (MFR), Outer Planets Research (OPR), Planetary 
Atmospheres (PATM), Planetary Astronomy (PAST), Near 
Earth Object Observations (NEOO), Planetary Geology and 
Geophysics (PGG), and Lunar Advanced Science and 
Exploration Research (LASER). 
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Aggregate Selection Rates 
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Summary 
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During last decade: 
• R&A budget has been increasing 
• Proposal pressure has been increasing 

dramatically 
• Declining selection rates due to increasing proposal 

pressure 
• Smaller effect of increased grant duration  
 
Current: 
• R&A Restructuring creates simpler more easily 

explained and analyzed program structure 
• Eliminates carving up of the Solar System (Mars 

vs. Outer Planets vs. Moon vs. Rest-of-Solar 
System) 
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NASA’s  

“Flyby, Orbit, Land, Rove, and Return Samples” 
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